
General Introduction into the world of the Temporary Traffic Management 
industry

Why do we have a Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management? (CoPTTM)

This presentation is aimed for anyone wanting to gain general knowledge and insight into how the system works. This would be useful for company 
roles that need to arrange temporary traffic management (TTM) services, or staff that are working on road work sites.

COPTTM
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These slides are about the NZTA Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM), bringing 
some light to the rules and roles of our industry.
This is just a basic glimpse at the Code covering the core aspects. 

Who is this for?
- managers or business owners
- anyone who would like some guidance on roles before attending training courses
- companies that need some basic understanding of when you may need to engage temporary traffic 
management, including some of the planning steps involved

The information provided has been constructed by TMC Ltd, using Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency 
(NZTA) resources that can be found on their website. These slides are not NZTA material, and have been 
made in a way to give you some understanding in a quick and unique way. You should always refer to 
NZTA supplied documents when planning safety at road work sites as this is only a brief overview.
Always have an approved TMP from NZTA/or Local Council and a qualified practicing STMS for the road 
category you're working on, before implementing any traffic management.
For full details and resources about the NZTA CoPTTM refer to the NZTA website link below. 
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/code-temp-traffic-management
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A KEY QUESTION to ask yourself before doing any TTM job, before we put the shovel 
in the ground or while we are planning/quoting work on any road work site is do we 
have a TMP?
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TMPs (Traffic 
Management Plans) 
are required for all 
activities that vary 

the normal operating 
conditions of a road!



When we look at the following slides, ask yourself 
do these situations need a TMP (plan)?

Are they affecting the normal operating conditions 
of the road?
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What are your thoughts on these scenarios? Was there a Plan, was there a qualified worker 
on site, is that the correct signage?

Would you see 
this if you were 

driving on a 
100km/h road?

Facing the wrong way & 
puts the truck over-taking 

the site in danger. No 
control in place.

Do footpaths not count? If 
a pedestrian now walks 
into the traffic lane, and 
gets hit, who is liable?

Why did this innocent person 
walk into the lane?

Does it matter if it's just a 
5min job?
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Now we have looked at those pictures, consider some of the Principles of why 
we have CoPPTM.
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Let's revisit those pictures. What are some of the issues and why is that important?

Is this a commonly 
understood sign 

a motorist will see 
and understand? No. Its 
not consistent with what 

we expect around NZ!

Did they have a TMP or implement 
any traffic management? Is the 

traffic being properly controlled? 
Will the hiab lift this onto or over a 
pedestrian? The risks are high as no 

TTM has been implemented!

Any pedestrian will now be forced 
to walk into the road. We know 
cars and humans don’t mix well, 
so the danger here is from not 
thinking how they changed the 
environment by taking away the 

footpath with no planning or 
controls.

A short job does not mean it’s a 
safe job. Regardless of the activity, 

if it affected normal operating 
conditions (including foot traffic), 
we must have a TMP so we know 
what to controls to put in place!
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It's not just vehicle traffic we need to think about. It’s how the site affects all parties (road 
users) and what risk this exposes them to. It then becomes your responsibility if you are the 
person conducting or undertaking business (PCBU, Health & Safety at Work Act 2015)! 

 Cyclists (Traffic Lanes & Cycle lanes)
 Pedestrians (Footpaths & your work)
 Traffic (vehicles & motorbikes)
 Road workers (doing the job)
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The secret is thinking about your 
environment. All locations will vary in lane 
widths and the types of traffic they have. 
And there are many other things to 
consider like visibility, speed of the road & 
traffic volumes.



So now we hope you can see why we have a Code of Practice!
Even the vehicle we use to set up TTM sites has specifications to ensure workers and the public have sufficient warning 
when working on the road. Workers have courses and practical assessments to achieve, to ensure they operate 
resources correctly and know how to implement a safe traffic management site using the correct equipment.

Most importantly, we need a signed off TMP that reinforces all these aspects, including key roles. The TMP is the plan, 
without a plan in any industry you are disadvantaged and safety has not been considered.

The goal is to have consistent TTM throughout NZ. Standardisation helps protect workers and 
provides familiarity for roads users anywhere in NZ. The Code ensures CLEAR & POSITIVE GUIDANCE, 
REDUCES CRASHES & FATALITIES, MINIMUM STANDARD FOR THE INDUSTRY.
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Stats indicate 85% of all fatalities happen on sites that are unattended (meaning there were no 
workers onsite but TTM was still established). Investigation typically showed workers or TTM 
crew onsite were not following the code, or in other words the site was not setup as per the 
signed off TMP that a Temporary Traffic Management Planner (TTMP) created. 

Also alarmingly, 90% of all road worksite crashes occur because there was no TMP (plan in 
place). No plan, no diagram made up, nothing for the workers to follow. These two things 
combined makes us re-evaluate how we look at a site, what we use and how we reduce risks 
to make it safer for road users & workers. Covering your tail! Can we build a house without 
a plan? No. Can we put together a kit set or flatpack together easily without a plan? No!
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For the haters  let's think about things...
Remember we live in New Zealand, not in a third world country. We have the 
systems in place, regardless of whether we like it or not, we have to get on 
board. It's not just your workers that are at risk, it’s the ROAD USERS as well!

We don't live in a 
third world country. 

We live in NZ.
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Okay, so hopefully you’re on board now, ears are up 
and you’re keen to quickly see how you can use the 
CoPTTM system & put controls in place.

Lets Go!
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Step 1: Starts with a qualified TTM Planner preparing a TMP. They have 
the knowledge base to design these plans and consult with the Road 

Controlling Authority (RCA) to ensure the plan is fit for purpose & 
signed off. This is a different skill set to a practicing STMS who has the 
warrant and the practicing skills to setup and management TTM sites. 
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TTMP designer 



The TMP, especially the layout diagrams that accompany this, are 
building blocks for a practicing STMS to implement the plan. This 
includes showing safety zones, what signs to take, where they are 

positioned and much more. 
Note that roads are ranked in levels of risk using Categories. These are 

A (lower risk), B & C (higher risk roads). This will influence what 
Category the Practising STMS must hold, as well as the TTMP drawing up 

the plan must hold, including the RCA who signs it off. 
Having a signed off plan means it went through multiple layers of 

screening before gets in the STMS’s hands.  
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Once the TMP is finished, the TTMP designer submits it to the RCA. The RCA is a fancy way of saying the 
person who looks after your roads in your area (the Road Controlling Authority). This is typically is your 

council on a local road and/or a consulting company acting on behalf of NZTA if on a state highway (recently 
this has tended to be the NOC Contractor).

Today we shall think of the RCA as the Starship Enterprise as our example to understand the structure! The control 
center knows their network inside out and has the most knowledge about it. 
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The TMC (Traffic Management Coordinator) is a fancy way of saying the person within the RCA and today for us 
lets think of this as Mr James T. Kirk. This is who will sign off the TMPs that our TTMP prepared.

Don’t worry - you will get to know these people well and build important relationships. Think of them as the safety net 
as they will review your TMP and suggest changes and or give guidance when necessary. Under the new NZTA training 

model they also would have to attend and achieve the TTMP qualification. We’ll all be talking common language!

RCA TMC 

I’ll give you a tip: I’m a busy man so give me at least 5 
working days notice! This is the minimum requirement 
when sending me a TMP for lower categories roads and 
simpler jobs. This gives me enough time to check your 

plan before you take off. And I have a lot of plans firing my 
way all the time, so be patient.  
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The RCA & TMC are like your mechanic shop who are qualified to sign off and give 
your Car (TMP) a Warrant of Fitness. It’s a safety net, to check that it complies with 

the rules (CoPTTM).
Know your TMP is safe to use onsite!
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Just because Pinky the mouse (our TTMP designer) 
designed his amazing TMP, it doesn’t mean he has the 

practical knowledge to establish the site or be the STMS 
onsite. This is listed on the TMP separately.

I'm busy taking 
over the world 

with my friend Mr 
Brain, can you look 

after this site 
please?

Once Captain Kirk (who generally works for the 
RCA) sends the TMP back approved from the 
Starship Enterprise (RCA) then the delegated 

Practising STMS may setup the site.  18



Step 2: The TTM site is then setup in accordance with 
the approved TMP and the Practising STMS looks after & 

maintains the work site - that’s their area of expertise.

STMS toolbox briefing.

TMP must stay onsite!

STMS remains on site at all times or 
Captain Kirk (AKA your TMC) may 

shut the site down! 

They often spot check and audit the 
site using a Site Condition Rating 

form to compare what was approved 
with what was then implemented.
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The Practising STMS also looks after contractors 
who may need access, safety zones, pedestrians, 
road users and much more, as per their training
(all of these things are recorded on the 2 hourly 
On-Site Record form, a fancy way of saying we 
check the whole site at least every 2 hours and 
document that as evidence in case we need it)
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Other roles like Stop/Go 
workers will have some of 

the entry level qualifications 
like TTM Workers & Traffic 
Controllers that assist the 

STMS in charge.



If the STMS wants to leave the site to fight other battles then he must find & delegate to a qualified Practising 
Traffic Controller (TC) in this situation its Robin who has good entry level practical experience to manage TTM 
aspects when the STMS is not present, who then must stay onsite at all times & completes the 2 hourly checks 

for the STMS. When you're not a home you normally delegate the next suitably experienced person to look 
after the kids, think of it that way we need someone to still manage the TTM site. 

I delegate you Robin, to be my  
Practising TC in charge while I’m away. 
You can call me if need, I wil stay close 
by if you need to make changes to tgto

the site. And one day I beleiove you be a 
STMS from experience you gain today
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In order for Batman (STMS who remains in charge) to be able provide support to his TC (Robin) in the event he needs help or 
support then Batman must remain within 30 minutes travel time of the site and check on Robin at least once a day.

If the site is left unattended (TTM left up and no workers onsite) the STMS also must check the site once a day and be within
specified travel times (typically this is 60 minutes on Category A roads).

Be realistic (we don’t all 
own a bat mobile)

Even Batman can’t fight too many battles at once, so to play fair & take your role as STMS seriously its 
capped to maximum of 6 Active sites if delegating to TC’s in charge of the worksite.

Be within 30 minutes travel 
time of the TC & check site 

least once per day
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The TC left in charge or the 
STMS onsite must be onsite! 
Not on top of a building, they 

should be on the ground 
where they can manage the 
TTM activities. Otherwise 
how can they react in the 

event the public needs help 
or the site needs changed?

The TC or STMS can have dual roles, providing the traffic management 
(site) duties are the priority! I.e. they are in a position where they can 

help/look after the site.
Its not rocket science that some roles you wont be able to do both!
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If things change, the approved TMP details contingency options or chat to Kirk your TMC from Starship 
Enterprise.

The TC can not make sufficient changes, they are there to maintain the site. If you do need support then 
call the STMS to return. When we do make changes or have issues around how a TTM site is operating, also 

inform TMC/RCA. Document these changes on the TMP & On Site Record form.

RCA 

TMC 
I need some 

support 
Batman my 
STMS, the 
weather is 
bad, traffic 

wont slow & 
I’m short on 

cones

That’s fine Batman 
(STMS), changes 
accepted you can 

proceed. 

I'm coming, I’ll let Kirk 
know (TMC/RCA)
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Cars 
wont 
slow 

down!

I have lost 
some 

equipment, 
bring some 

more! 

The 
weather 
is getting 

bad!



Remember, the TC (Traffic Controller) is just like having 
your learner licence: you’re not in charge, the STMS is 

so seek their advice, contact them when needed, 
don’t change the site without their knowledge as they 
are ultimately responsible and liable for the TTM site.

The STMS is ultimately in charge & responsible if something happens, 
even if a TC is onsite, hence why a good briefing is required. They 

must be within 30min and check the site once a day. Remember the 
STMS (Batman) knows the TMP the best and has all the secret trade 

advice on how to fix things, he's the real support.

Like any industry, someone is always ultimately in charge 
of the other workers onsite - on the road this is the STMS.
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Have a 
PLAN

Qualified & 
trained staff 

onsite 

Follow the code for 
your industry 

Authorities in charge to check & audit these 
processes to ensure compliance .

To sum things up - Comparing other industries to the NZTA CoPTTM: 
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Having a signed off TMP (plan) is like 
having a WOF on a car, its safe to 

operate once approved  

Having a qualified trained staff 
means you can drive and operate 

that TMP safely, now you can 
safely setup your site & prepare 
TMP (Plans) if you have correct 

qualification for your role. 

If you take the driver out of the car while moving its very hard to control the car. This is the same as having no 
qualified STMS/TC onsite to look after the TMP. And we all know what could happen if you don’t have the 

correct licence to operate a car so the same logic for an active TTM  worksite as a car? 
Last of all a car with no WOF is as unsafe as a TMP that has not been signed off. 
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Don’t forget! Just because you attended a course which was held in a classroom 
focusing on knowledge-based learnings and passed this theory course, you still need 
practical experience in order to be competent onsite. The new NZTA training model 

covers this, and all steps you need to take to achieve various roles.
Including much more in-depth information about the roles we talked about here today. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/code-temp-traffic-
management/docs/2019/Training-and-Competency-Model-v5.3.pdf

It is the employer’s responsibility to understand this process if involved with traffic 
management as part of your business or if you will be exposed to it as part of the 

service that you provide. You can’t throw your worker into the deep end. 

You don’t turn into a fully grown Batman overnight
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How to find training info and where to find the code (free to download) & 
remember we are not expected to remember everything, just know where to 
look. https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/code-temp-traffic-management
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